Abstract: According to the problem of the uncertain information is difficult to quantify in information systems security risk analysis process, proposed an information system security risk analysis method based on information entropy. This method use information entropy to measure the risk of information systems, introduce the information entropy theory, and get the value of the risk of various risk factors with the combination of qualitative analysis and quantitative calculation, to evaluate the risk factors of concern in the system and take appropriate control measures. The paper constructs an information system security risk analysis model and through the case analysis verified the proposed method can be effectively applied to information system security risk analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Now human being has stridden into the global information era. The information has extended to all fields in the country and society. When people are enjoying huge convenience brought by information, they also bear unprecedented information influence and control. With increasing dependency of the country economy and social development on information and information system, the main information systems, which are required by critical infrastructures such as power, telecommunication, traffic and bank and directly decide the national interest and people's livelihood, are suffering from the traditional physical damage and emerging virtual attacks, so the facing security risks and threats are becoming more severe. To ensure normal and secure operation of the information system, it is required to find severe defects which may lead to crash-down. One of effective means to solve these problems is effective security risk evaluation for the information system. Based on survey on the research references at home and abroad, the information system security analysis is performed mainly by using OCTAVE method, Markov method, Grey Theory, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), Comprehensive Fuzzy Assessment method, BP neural network and Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA) method. Now some achievements are achieved [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Ashish Gehani [7] proposed a risk management and decision model based on the host. Daniel Bilar [8] proposed an information security risk decision method based on the vulnerabilities in the software running on the network hosts, which can be utilized and lead to different dangerous effects and risks. If overall risk of different software is over the threshold set by the system administrator, a security decision should be made to reduce overall risk. Peng Junhao [9] proposed security risk measurement model based on utility, which introduces the risk function and relative loss effect for risk measurement, but this method is not suitable for analysis on hierarchical model. Zhao Dongmei [10] proposed the fuzzy risk evaluation model of the information system, which gets the final comprehensive assessment via weighted sum. Although it is a simple handling method, higher subjective preference exists in comprehensiveness and accuracy. The information system risk analysis methods are plentiful, their analysis emphasis and applications are different, and the risk analysis features higher subjective randomness and higher error, so it is difficult to perform objective and accurate assessment.
Based on weaknesses in above research, this paper constructs a hierarchical model for information system security risk measurement and analysis by using the fault analysis method to solve the defect of other methods which are not suitable for analysis on hierarchical risk coefficients and proposes an information system security risk analysis method based on the information entropy, which is purposeful, simple and practicable and can further improve accuracy of quantitative assessment of the information system risks.
INFORMATION ENTROPY THEORY
The concept "entropy" was first proposed by Clausius in 1865. Later, C.E. Shannon, a founder of information theory, introduced the concept "entropy" into the information area in 1948 and utilized the "information entropy" to measure disorder degree of information [11] . Shannon applied the entropy to measure uncertainty or information quantity of a random event, which lays theoretical foundation for modern information theory and extends the entropy quantification to research on system uncertainty and disorder quantification [12] . The concept "entropy" can reflect uncertainty degree of the system under the micro status from the micro view.
Assume that the system is under n different statuses, namely {S 1 ,S 2 ,…,S n },P i indicates probability of the system under the status S i , wherein i = 1,2,…,n,0 P i 1 and
, the entropy of the system X is:
The entropy has an extreme. When the system statuses have the equal probability, namely P i = 1/n, the entropy has the maximum H max = lnm. H max is used to normalize the equation (1) to get the relative importance entropy of the security risk coefficient A i :
when p ij (j = 1,2,…,m) has equal values, the entropy e i has the maximum 1, namely e i meets the condition 0 e i 1. When the entropy reaches the maximum, (1-e i ) is used to measure the weight of the security risk coefficient A i . After normalization, the weight i of the risk coefficient A i is:
RISK ANALYSIS METHOD BASED ON INFOR-MATION ENTROPY

Related Concepts of Fault Tree Analysis Method
The fault tree analysis (FTA) is a tool to analyze the system reliability and security and is an evolutionary analysis method from the effect to the cause. This method regards the easily observed faults as the top event of the fault tree and regards the final cause of the fault leading to this top event as the bottom event. The middle events reflect causal relationship relation between top events and bottom events [13] . All possible causes leading to top event and their mutual relations are analyzed in details and the fault tree is constructed by the causal relation between the fault phenomena and causes. The weak steps and critical parts of the system, measures to take and security requirements are identified based on the analysis results.
Construct Fault Tree
This paper constructs a fault tree according to "practicable rules for information security management" -ISO/IEC 27002 standard by using the fault tree analysis method. The specific process is described as follows: 1). Identify top event of the fault tree, namely assess general conditions of the information system security risks.
2). The assessment structure is divided into the management elements, control target and control measure according to ISO/IEC 27002 standard. Three levels are cause-effect relation. Security elements of different levels are the causes of higher level and are effects of lower level. The fault tree analysis method is used to analyze logic relation among security elements at different levels based on this feature for complete and effective extraction of security coefficients in the standard.
3). Identify the bottom event of the fault tree, namely select risk coefficients at the bottom level of the fault tree by referring to the control measures in ISO/IEC 27002 standard, the events at the bottom level are not crossed to meet the requirements of the fault tree analysis method.
Construct the fault tree for information system security risk according to the above qualitative analysis, shown as the Fig. (1) , and compute the comprehensive security risk value of the information system via the information entropy risk analysis algorithm. The Fig. (1) indicates level 1, level 2 and level 3 by using , and .
Weight and Conformity Instruction of Information Entropy
Based on the fault tree analysis, the entropy weights of the risk coefficients at different levels are regulated according to the structural features of the ISO/IEC 27002 standard. L1 of the fault tree includes X management elements, which reflect several security coefficients in overall risks of the information system. The weight is expressed as i . L2 of the fault tree indicates that each management element should be reflected via several control targets. The weight of j th control target of i th management element is expressed as i,j . L3 of the fault tree indicates that each control target is reflected via implementation of several control measures. The weight of k th control measure in j th control target in i th management element (namely conformity) is expressed as i,j,k . The conformity is quantified as 5 levels, shown as the Table 1 .
Description of Information Entropy-Based Risk Analysis Method and Evaluation Steps
The information entropy-based risk analysis method constructs a fault tree according to the architecture in the ISO/IEC 27002 standard, gets original data according to assessment practices, computes risk value of the risky coefficients by using the information entropy analysis algorithm, and combines the qualitative analysis with the quantitative computing, so it can overcome insufficient analysis on the influence degree of control measures on risks in the standard and ensure creditability and repeatability of the risk analysis conclusions. The security risk is completely computed for the constructed security risk fault tree of the information system. The specific steps are described as follows:
(1) Identify quantified value of the conformity. Conformity can reflect conformity between security conditions and security control measures of the information system. The quantified values can take a value between two lev-els according to the actual conditions. E.g. The current security conditions are between basic conformity and better conformity. To reflect the subjective conditions, the conformity can be 0.6 or 0.65. assume the corresponding conformity of k th control measure in j th control target in i th management element of the existing fault tree, it is substituted in the following equation for calculation:
(2) Calculate the entropy weight coefficient i, j and risk weight vector i, j of control targets of L2 according to the equation (4) and (5) .
wherein E = (6) and (7):
wherein E = = 1 e and 0 e, 1 (5) Decide the action priority, make corresponding measures and reasonable and feasible risk handling scheme, and perform internal auditing and management review according to the overall risk weight vector of the information system based on the risk level description and quantitative representation in the Table 2 in order to monitor the risks.
APPLICATION CASE
Multiple experts and consultants are invited to assess security risk fault tree of the information system based on their professional knowledge and rich experiences according to related description of the security risk control points of the information system. Step 2: Compute the entropy weight coefficient i,j and risk weight vector j i, of 6 control targets of L2 according to equation (4) and (5) as follows: 
Similarly, we can get:
= 0.3299 , 2,3 = 0.3824
Step 3: compute the entropy weight coefficient i and risk weight coefficient i of 2 management elements of L1 according to the equation (6) and (7) as follows: Similarly, we can get:
Step 4: Compute the entropy weight coefficient e and overall risk weight vector of the overall security risk of the information system as follows: The overall risk of the information system and risk weight vector of risk coefficients of different levels are assessed by analyzing above data. The arranged results are shown as the Table 3 .
It is determined that the overall risk weight vector of the information system = 0.1066 from the Table 2 , so it is low-risk, the security risk level is low, and the system is relatively secure and reliable. Considering the weight vector of management elements of L1, if the risk value of "risk occurrence probability assessment" is 0.3901, it is a plain risk level. If the risk value of "evaluation of risk-caused loss" is 0.6099, it is high risk level. The latter is the main coefficient leading to overall risk of the information system and is also the key in risk management, so effective measures should be taken to reduce severity of the effect. Considering the weight vector of the control targets of L2, the weight vectors of the risk coefficients of 6 control target are balanced. The risk values are mainly distributed at the plain risk level. The instance analysis indicates that the risk analysis results of the information system based on the information entropy can better match the manual evaluation results of the security experts, so it indicates that this risk analysis method is scientific and reasonable.
CONCLUSION
This paper constructs the fault tree based on qualitative analysis according to the requirements and architecture in ISO/IEC 27002 standard, proposes a security risk analysis method of the information system based on the information entropy, and constructs the security risk analysis model of the system. This method solves the problem of difficult quantification of the uncertain information in security risk analysis of the information system, can accurately and quantitatively evaluate risk conditions of the information system, and provide a scientific and feasible new idea for comprehensive assessment of security risk of the information system. in addition, we will further study how to gradually correct and perfect this analysis method according to the change of the actual conditions by continuously applying this analysis method in practices in future.
